Xs1100 chopper

I Rebuilt the engine, stretched the down tubes, cut the back off and converted from and shafty
to a chain drive. I built the swingarm with about a 8 inch stretch over stock and put a rear on.
Average Rating. Click here to add your own comments. Join in and write your own page! It's
easy to do. Sportster Softail. Softail and Hardtail Series. Chopper Projects. Sep 19, Rating
convert shaft to chain on xs by: Anonymous Hi can any body tell hoe to change a xs from shaft
to chain drive as i want to build a ridgid frame chop. Sep 18, Rating about carb hoses, show mw
how they go to carbs by: Danny R,I can someone get ahold of me and let me know a few things
about my xs , it runs too great to let go and I need help, or is someomne interested in the
bike??? Jul 10, Rating xs chain conversion by: Anonymous yeh man i want to convert my chop
to chain drive any info would be top shelf. Apr 25, Rating site is still open by: Anonymous the
site is not closed , I just visited it. I cannot register in XS Enyone knows how I can reach
XSchop? Does he have a site on the net? Kind regards Niels. Jun 06, Rating website comment
by: stevieb2g what happen to I just became a member. Jul 09, Rating trying to help yall by: its
my bike go to Mar 26, Rating chain conversion by: Anonymous i bought an 81 xs because it was
cheap and just another toy in my collection. Ive done a number of builds but i mostly specialize
in building my own frames and gas tanks. I would like to convert this xs to chain so that i could
run an air shock and just give it that overall pro street look. Obviously you had that bolt on
setup machined just right to bolt on the bike. I have looked all over on line and cannot find
anything like it. If u can email me at aa hotmail. It would be great if u could point me in the right
direction. Mar 16, Rating Its my bike by: Its me Soory I hven't answered some of these
questions, I havent been here in awhile first off, I made the swing arm out of rectangle tubing
from fastenal. No real specs on it, just cut some pieces and put it together. I got the sprockets
here sprocketspecialist. I put a chain on it. Feb 05, Rating questions by: chad hey im building
one myself. Jan 14, Rating Da kine ride bro by: repodoc Thank god we all dont drive vw's and
wear hip boots I would really like to talk to you about this ride you built From virginia livin in
Nashville.. My Best Regards Nov 28, Rating gear reduction by: carmen who made the gear
reduction i have 2 xs wish to chop 1 please send anser to tattooman aol. I love it! A few
questions tho. How'd you convert to a chain driven setup? How'd you convert to a chain
driven? And 3 What did you use to make the swingarm? Overall the bike is flawless in my
opinion and i'm in desperate need of some information on how you converted to chain driven
obviously haha! I've got the same exact bike mine had the fairing on it i pulled off with every bit
of it completly stock. I can't take the stock look i want a rear tire and a chain drive on it! Thanks
josh. Jul 11, Rating what a coincidence by: Anonymous i'm working on a '78 in aylett, va right
between richmond and tappohanock. Jul 03, Rating ch ch chaaain Can you post some goodies
here? Thanks, Bill. May 16, Rating Awesome by: Anonymous Love the bike just bought one of
these as a project bike and i always like the flat black bikes so i have decided to do that with
this bike just like you did its nice to kinda see how it will loook awesome bike. Feb 17, Rating
Shaft drive converson by: Chris Hey love the bike i also have wanted to customize my bike. I
started taking it apart but no one where im from can givem me mechanical help because its not
a harley haha. I really want to convert the shaft drive to a chain just because it will be a hell of
alot easier to just find a frame. I have thought about cutting it and making it a drop seat but then
again im affraid of it not riding true anymore, I'd apricate any info into the conversion you could
grant me and any info on custom parts avalible out there for this model 79 xs special thanks
again and thats real nice bike. Sep 19, Rating. Sep 18, Rating. Jul 10, Rating. Apr 25, Rating. Apr
24, Rating. Nov 19, Rating. Jun 06, Rating. Jul 09, Rating. Mar 26, Rating. Mar 16, Rating. Its my
bike by: Its me Soory I hven't answered some of these questions, I havent been here in awhile
first off, I made the swing arm out of rectangle tubing from fastenal. Feb 05, Rating. Jan 14,
Rating. Da kine ride bro by: repodoc Thank god we all dont drive vw's and wear hip boots Nov
28, Rating. Sep 11, Rating. Jul 27, Rating. Jul 11, Rating. Jul 03, Rating. May 16, Rating.
Awesome by: Anonymous Love the bike just bought one of these as a project bike and i always
like the flat black bikes so i have decided to do that with this bike just like you did its nice to
kinda see how it will loook awesome bike. Feb 17, Rating. Shaft drive converson by: Chris Hey
love the bike i also have wanted to customize my bike. Click here to add your own comments
Join in and write your own page! Home Forums. Randy OOPs, can't do it through the forum.
Send me your e-mail address and I'll send the diagram. Last edited by randy; at AM. Or you can
see one here. Wiring Diagram. Find all posts by sidecarKev. Seabass Critt. I am trying to find the
wiring diagram for the XSS, the only one I can find is for the 78 to 79, I need the because some
of the wiring that i need for my bike is not on the , Thanks! Wire colors are the same for all years
What you need is the manual; find a post by member 'Catatonic Bug', he's got a link in his
signature for free downloads of the various manuals. You'll need the individual circuit
schematics in the unit repair section for clarity as the main diagram can be very confusing. Pick
any two '78E original owner - resto project '78E???? I have a manual for a but there are 3 wires

on my bike that are not shown on the diagram, its a purple, blue and red wire, i figured out that
the blue wire is for the running lights, but i am lost with the purple and red. For wiring a chop
you may find a basic wiring diagram useful Sorry its small, I can email it if full size. Heres
another basic wiring diagram but includes 2H9 style clocks From here Click. Originally Posted
by Seabass Critt. Originally Posted by TomB. Ok TC I'll email the files to you. I send the files out
to folk all over the XS world so they can print them in any size, I have them in A3 and laminated,
and one laminated A4 in the bottom of my tank bag. I advised the chop owner against the twin
headlights due to the charging circuit deficiencies but he wanted them, he's never been back
complaining of a flat battery. Here's the fixed link again Clicky. It has the more detailed diagram
blown up, for some reason Photobucket wouldn't let me load the Chop diagram bigger, probably
down to me being a numpty though. Hi, new to the forum and had a question about the xs chop
wiring diagram. I'm currently in the process of re-wiring my bike based on that diagram and so
far so good except for 1 problem in the starter circuit. In the original harness and on the bike in
reality there is an ignition switched hot lead to the starter solenoid and the the start button is a
negative switch so it grounds the circuit and operates the starter when the button is depressed.
In he chop diagram that positive ignition switched lead is missing from the diagram, how is that
possible? I tried wiring it without the positive but nothing happens. But if I simply connect a
lead coming off the ignition module that is switched live when the ignition is turned on
everything operates properly. Is here something I'm missing? I'm a fan of minimalism and if that
positive to the starter solenoid is not necessary I must be doing something wrong. On a related
note I have a headlight question, and please excuse my ignorance. With the high and lo beam
switch is it a simple power to one or the other setup? When I click the high beam on is it
powering both lead wires coming off the headlight or is it simply hi beam does one side either
green or yellow I can't remember and lo beam does the other side? I ask because I got a basic
switch which will work just fine but it came wired all weird it's customizable so I want to make
sure I hook it up correctly. Thanks in advance, seems like this is a great place to learn a lot
about these bikes, I've used info on the forum for other repairs so I thought I would join. Yep
you're right, its been pointed out by one of the NZ lads. My bad. Simply add the extra wire in
when using XS switches. I'll have to amend the diagram some time. XS and XJ parts for sale.
Wanted to buy - XS and XJ parts and bikes. Non XS-XJ bikes and parts. All times are GMT The
time now is PM. Contact Us - xs User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of 2.
Thread Tools. Join Date: Nov Location: doncaster england Posts: 8. Find all posts by nmsraider.
Join Date: Dec Posts: 4, Find all posts by randy. Visit sidecarKev's homepage! That's the one
I've got! Seabass Critt XSive. Posts: Wiring diagram for XSS I am trying to find the wiring
diagram for the XSS, the only one I can find is for the 78 to 79, I need the because some of the
wiring that i need for my bike is not on the , Thanks! Find all posts by Seabass Critt. Find all
posts by crazy steve. TomB XSive Maximus. Find all posts by TomB. Quote: Originally Posted
by Seabass Critt I have a manual for a but there are 3 wires on my bike that are not shown on
the diagram, its a purple, blue and red wire, i figured out that the blue wire is for the running
lights, but i am lost with the purple and red. TopCatGr58 Administrator. Posts: 12, Quote:
Originally Posted by TomB For wiring a chop you may find a basic wiring diagram useful Sorry
its small, I can email it if full size. Find all posts by TopCatGr Richshall New. Starter circuit Hi,
new to the forum and had a question about the xs chop wiring diagram. Find all posts by
Richshall. Posting Rules. Liter bikes from Honda, Kawasaki and Suzuki were already at the
dance and making a name for themselves. Although the competing entries filled different needs,
each was powered by an engine displacing 1,cc or more. Knowing they needed a bigger partner
to compete in the hoedown, Yamaha turned up the wick and introduced its XS for Much of the
media had expected a 1,cc machine to fill the spot, but the designers at Yamaha threw an
unexpected performer onto the dance floor. Not only did the latest XS carry more cubic
centimeters than the others, but it also featured a 4-cylinder engine, a first for the tuning-fork
firm. On the surface, the XS seemed pretty straight forward, but like a lady behind a feathered
mask it hid a few surprises. When the engineers were drawing up the 1, While being fairly
typical in its layout, Yamaha threw in some technological features to enhance power. The XS
also benefited from very unique combustion chambers. Chief among them was upping
compression ratio without resorting to pistons with huge crowns, increasing weight and
slowing heat dissipation. This helped the big engine to deliver power smoothly regardless of
rpm or selected gear. Five gears sent their ratios to the shaft without any ruckus, and without
undue rear-end lift under hard acceleration. It was there, just not as pronounced as what riders
of BMWs were accustomed to. Disc brakes in triplicate, two fore and one aft, did a great job of
hauling the heavy XS down from your chosen velocity. Each rotor measured Curb weight for the
XS was listed as pounds with a full tank of fuel. With a rider aboard, that number could easily
reach Add a passenger and the half-ton was within reach. Pushing that much mass through the

atmosphere seemed to be a herculean task, but the XS proved its worth. When Cycle magazine
took an XS to the local drag strip for its January issue, the massive XS laid down speeds never
before seen by a Superbike of the period. Nineteen runs were made, with every trip of the lights
coming in under 12 seconds. Their best run was A month later, Cycle World reported a best run
of The motorcycle world had a new king of the quarter mile. The styling of the big XS standard
was fairly staid, belying the power that lurked within. Hints of European design could be found
in the 5. Unlike most offerings of the day, the saddle did not hinge up for access. The cowl and
seat was a singular item and needed to be unbolted to service the battery. A standard issue tool
kit lived under a lockable side cover but displaced all the storage to be had. The seat itself was
wide, well padded and made a great place to spend the day. Even the passenger portion of the
seat was comfortable, allowing a friend to go along as you took to the long ribbons of tarmac.
The handlebars were another creature comfort that held a secret. At first glance they appeared
to be too far back and at too extreme an angle to be user friendly. Once perched on the bike,
riders found they were about as perfect as they could be, affording a comfortable, day-long ride
posture. Another part of this ergonomic victory was due to the position of the foot pegs, which
were slightly rear set. The custom configuration was all the rage in the day and the XS Special
slotted in nicely. A Midnight Special drenched in black with gold trim came later. It would seem
the new Yamaha XS was the perfect bike for any occasion. Indeed, when devouring miles that
came in a straight line, the XS was at the top of the food chain. The smoothness of the engine
coupled to comfortable accommodations made for a machine that could eat highway miles
without a hint of indigestion. It was only when the bike was pressed into cornering at high
speeds that things turned ugly. Testers of the day all echoed the same story: The XS was a solid
bullet in a straight line, but cornering at high speeds was done at your own risk. Cycle warned
its readers that the bike could easily go, stop and steer â€” just never two at the same time. A
high-speed wobble came on readily if you pushed the pound machine too hard into the turns.
But once under way that issue disappeared as I transitioned to the experience of mind-numbing
acceleration and a mount I could ride all day. The inch wheelbase would seem to suggest a
different experience, but the XS Eleven surprised. I remember riding a Midnight Special version
of this bike when they were new. A buddy had purchased the bike and was eager to let me take
a spin. Even in the height of my youth, I was amazed at the speed and balance of the Yamaha.
My personal mount at the time was a Honda CB with the early single-cam engine. It had been
impressive until the day I threw my leg over the XS How quickly legends fall â€¦. Owner Joe
loves the Yamaha. This is an extremely comfortable bike, and when I compare it to the other
large bikes of the period, such as the Honda CBX 6-cylinder and the Kawasaki KZ 6-cylinder, its
riding position, seat, and distance between the seat and the handle bars is the most comfortable
of the three. The XS was replaced by the Maxim in , as Yamaha did its best to keep up with the
manic changes within the industry. Those were the golden days of cycling, with classic
machines coming out every year. Had I seen the writing on the wall, I would have saved a few
that I owned, but my common sense gene had yet to make its appearance. Youth, as the saying
goes, is wasted on the young. I rode an Special one time and it scared the crap out of me when I
hit 3rd at about 75MPH and the front tire came up, that thing was a rocket! I took an Special for a
ride once and it scared the crap out of me when I hit 3rd at about 75MPH and the front tire came
up, That thing was a rocket! Sorry, should have read It was in , and the bike was brand new, still
in the crate The forks on my 80 were definitely too flimsy, and that wobble could get bad on
bumpy turns. Some guy named Tkat or something sold a good looking brace that made all the
difference, and it handled rock solid after that. I just picked up a xs trans Canada barn find. Its in
rough shape but I hope to bring it back to its original glory. Does anyone know of decent
threads or parts suppliers either in Canad or the Us. I can be reached at larrysunnyridge gmail. I
owned a 78 about 20 years ago, and it was, as article mentions easy to ride for a big bike. Mine
had a Kerker 4into1 and it sounded nice, performance was good I raced a Maico at the time so it
didn't feel as fast as it actually was, as Maico would pull your arms off! Great riding bikes they
where over engineered and will out last most bikes still after 41 years. Turbo Kit does great hp
on rear wheel. Not a canyon carver, but great, if you have lots of pavement. Building brakes on
the Special; the '80 starts by just thinking about touching the starter button; braided hoses are
on the way. I call it "Kong. Gorgeous example there Doug. Best colour as you say, and a real
torque monster. I remember the bike well, as a pal over here in Ireland owned the very first one
brought into my country!! It was a silver example. Some great detail there too in the piece, very
good stuff. If memory serves right, it quartered in Going purely on memory here from !!! I must
dig out the mag from my extensive files!!!! Damn impressive stuff from a lbs plus fully fuelled
bike. I currently own a natural successor to that bike, a Yamaha FJ , and its a powerhouse
indeed. I brought that bike back from Boston where I lived up until Best regards Dave. I have a
"barn find" bike I bought last year. It was originally sold in Anaheim California in the fall of It

was only used miles and had been stored ever since until it was purchased last year. The last
sticker on the license plate is from , and I have the registration documents for those 3 years
Luckily the bike was stored in an environment that didn't damage anything. All the mechanical
components were like new. The original tires still appeared to be in good shape although they
were hard to the touch. Unfortunately they do not make "standard dimension" tires any longer
so I replaced them with modern tires of the original brand name but did keep the old ones too.
The carburetors were professionally cleaned and reconditioned, the oil in the engine and drive
train was replaced and now the bike starts and runs like a brand new motorcycle. Below is a link
to some pictures I just took over the weekend. Since I bought the motorcycle I rode it
approximately 80 miles, which were mostly test drives at various stages of the "awakening" of
the mighty XS The photo is NOT a photo of the 79 xs special! Its the touring model. The special
has more of a tear drop style gas tank. Little did we know at the time the Special with completely
America styling was due for release the following year. Now you could do a professional
tune-up with a dwell meter rather than feeler gages but you would need two dwell meters to
fiddle with two sets of points and two movable timing plates with the engine running. Adjusting
the dwell on one set of points would affect the dwell on the other set as well. Adjusting one and
then the other set until you hit that sweet spot. If you were going to do a professional tune using
a timing light, you needed to replace that threaded plug with a plastic clear plug so you could
see the timing marks with the engine running and keeping the oil from sloshing out the open
timing port. Now with the engine running, plastic plug in place, timing light flashing, you are
now ready to set the timing by moving the timing plate with the points you so carefully set the
dwell on. Move the plate to adjust the timing and if you still have the dwell meter hooked up, you
will notice the dwell change. Readjust the dwell and the timing changes. So you go back and
forth until you hit that sweet spot. That is one set of points down and another set to go. You do
it all again just to realize that what ever you do to one set of points affects the other set as well.
So back and forth until you hit that double sweet spot. Of course all this is mute due to the fact
that the oil you did not want to slosh out while doing your timing is sloshing on the plastic clear
timing plug making it impossible to see the timing marks in the first place. The Yamaha's still
didn't have the looks of a Honda. The XS may have been fast, but it was boxy looking compared
to the Honda's of the same era. I own a XS I bought it in March of The bike did not run at the
time I bought it. Now it runs great. I put new carbs , new battery , new handlebars, reupholstered
the seat. Painted the bike. New plugs, all new fluid. New air filter, New gaskets. A new complete
charging system, Stator, Field Coil, and new Voltage regulator. New Shocks new tires. This bike
is so fast. The only thing that I find very different about this bike is the inaccuracy about the
MPG. I check my mileage all the time and I get 48 mpg on every trip. I love this bike, I've been
offered XS11s have their own website [xs Motorcycle Classics is America's premier magazine
for collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers and resto
car stereo capacitor wiring diagram
faria tachometer wiring diagram
toyota celica 98
rers, newcomers and life long motorheads who love the sound and the beauty of classic bikes.
Sign In. Register Today! The first year for the Yamaha XS is really the most striking because of
the maroon paint, gold pinstriping and the gold emblems on the side covers. Photo by Doug
Mitchel. The Yamaha XS At 1, cc the Yamaha XS was the biggest Japanese four yet. The broad,
flat seat on the Yamaha XS is a good place to spend a day. Shaft drive pointed to the touring
aspirations of the Yamaha XS Not just bigger, better Knowing they needed a bigger partner to
compete in the hoedown, Yamaha turned up the wick and introduced its XS for Continue
Reading. Share your thoughts. Big Tony. More Comments. Scott Lawrence. Fred Haska. Related
Content. Xs Print. Add to cart. How To Repair Your Motorcycle. Moto Guzzi: The Complete
Story. Ariel Red Hunter Print. The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the Family: Yamaha
XS The sound and the fury: celebrate the machines that changed the world! Join Today!

